Introduction
The study of Soviet youth during the first decades of the XX century comprises a lot of unknown despite a large number of works of all previous period. The problem of youth nonconformism (its reasons and manifestations) is the least investigated matter. For a long time the study of youth who didn't share the belief in communist ideals as well as those who for other reasons could not take place in the Komsomol was prevented by ideology, weak informational content of available scientific materials and inaccessibility of the documents in archives of security service. As a result, there is a situation when the past of Soviet youth is substituted by Komsomol history. In fact, we know the history of the great victories and achievements, but existence of multi-variant youth movement is hidden for us. Unrealized possibility of creation the youth organizations on another social, cultural and even ideological platforms requires a comprehensive study.
The Soviet historiography has not denied existence of oppositional youth; however, study of this group specifically wasn't carried out. Alternative organizations were mentioned seldom, but always in a negative light, the everyday life of youth also did not interest researchers (Bahareva, Lejkin, 1990) The author investigates conditions and forms of young people socialization, material and living conditions also cultural development (Isaev, 2003) . By now, a lot of works have emerged in foreign historiography devoted to the study of Soviet youth. For example, research by Matthias Neumann. Based on extensive archival research and building upon recent research on Soviet youth, the monograph broadens our understanding of the social and political dimension of Komsomol membership during the momentous period 1917 -1932 (Neumann, 2011 .
For the first time researchers have turned to the study of alternative organizations. However, it should be recognized, that today in this direction very little has been done.
Theoretical framework
The primary focus of this article is to show that the youth movement of the 1920s was more difficult than it usually represents. Research is Parents often refused to allow their offspring to join the youth league which led some youngsters to break off ties with their families (Neumann, 2012: 287) . 
Conclusion

